DBA Symposium 2020: Building Sustainable DBA Programmes

Thursday 7 May 2020
Sheffield Business School, Sheffield Hallam University, 8-40 Howard St, Sheffield City Centre, Sheffield, S1 1WB

DBA/Executive Doctorate students are invited to submit a structured summary of their work in no more than 1,000 words by 30 March 2020.

Submissions are welcome from students in all stages of their doctorates. Each structured submission should include:

- Title
- Purpose of the research
- The practical issue to be addressed
- A discussion of any literature read to date
- Research questions
- Proposed or actual methodology (depending on stage of doctorate)
- Initial results and analysis (if appropriate)
- The intended contributions to practice and theory

We aim to include all submissions in the workshop. Therefore, submissions will not be formally reviewed and written feedback will not be given but will be used to structure roundtable sessions during the symposium.

Please head your e-mail ‘DBA Symposium – Student Submission’ and send submissions to Dr Richard Breese and Samah Issa at DBA-symposium@shu.ac.uk.

Find out more and register through the British Academy of Management website.